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JUST
CONNECT

ONE LIGHTING SOLUTION  
FOR ALL BATTERY PACKS
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JUST CONNECT
One lighting solution for all battery packs

With the new SCANGRIP CONNECT series, we have created a range of 
hybrid and innovative work lights compatible across all leading power 
tool brands – an outstanding lighting solution never seen before! 

We connect the world of power tool batteries and professional work 
lights providing complete freedom to use a SCANGRIP work light 
regardless of your battery brand preference.

Compatible with  AMPSHARE - BERNER - BOSCH  - BOSCH GREEN - DEWALT - EINHELL - FEIN - FESTOOL 

FLEX - HAZET - HIKOKI - INGERSOLL - MAKITA - METABO - MILWAUKEE - PANASONIC - RIDGID - SNAP  ON - WÜRTH
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BASIC CONNECTMULTILIGHT CONNECT

DUO & TOWER COMPACT 
CONNECT TOWER 5 CONNECT

SCANGRIP CONNECT product range

Designed by us. Manufactured by us.

NOVA CONNECT seriesThe CONNECT concept VEGA CONNECT series

AREA CONNECT series

STANDS and
SUSPENSIONS

Technical specifications

Compatible with  AMPSHARE - BERNER - BOSCH  - BOSCH GREEN - DEWALT - EINHELL - FEIN - FESTOOL 

FLEX - HAZET - HIKOKI - INGERSOLL - MAKITA - METABO - MILWAUKEE - PANASONIC - RIDGID - SNAP  ON - WÜRTH
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With the unique SCANGRIP CONNECT concept, you have complete freedom to choose the SCANGRIP work 
light that fits your needs regardless of brand preference.

A new invented smart CONNECTOR is designed for each power tool brand. Simply mount the CONNECTOR 
to the work light, attach your battery and you are ready to work. A BATTERY SAFETY SYSTEM protects the 
battery pack and makes it safe to use.

The SCANGRIP CONNECT range is designed for the demanding professional user and provides the latest 
COB LED technology, extremely flexible design and high durability. A ground-breaking lighting solution never 
seen before!

One lighting solution for all battery packs
// SCANGRIP is proud to present a complete range of outstanding and one-
of-a-kind work lights compatible with all 18 V/20 V battery packs from lead-
ing power tool brands worldwide.

• Work lights compatible with 18 V/20 V battery 
packs from all leading power tool brands

• Smart connector with 
BATTERY SAFETY SYSTEM

• Extremely powerful illumination 
and high durability

JUST CONNECT
One lighting solution for all 
18 V/20 V battery packs with 
the SCANGRIP CONNECTOR
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JUST CONNECT
Add the connector matching 
your 18 V/20 V battery pack 

CONNECTOR Your battery pack

NEW

POWER SUPPLY

// Maximal freedom  
The SCANGRIP CONNECT range is compatible with the METABO/CAS battery system* and all 
other 18 V/20 V battery packs from leading power tools brands. As something unique, we also 
offer a POWER SUPPLY which can be used for direct power providing unlimited availability to light. 
With stands and suspensions available, the work lights can be placed anywhere you need efficient 
lighting offering complete flexibility at the worksite.

Use your 18 V/20 V battery pack 
for SCANGRIP CONNECT work lights 

An integrated battery backup function prevents 
you from being without light at any time

Convert your SCANGRIP CONNECT 
lamp to a corded model with the POWER SUPPLY

(Applies to NOVA 4 CONNECT, NOVA 10 CONNECT and AREA 10 CONNECT)

*Compatible with METABO / CAS battery system
For ME TABO / CAS no connector is required
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BATTERY SAFETY SYSTEM

• Automatic discharge protection 

• Overload protection

• Temperature surveillance

• Approved by TÜV Rheinland

JUST CONNECT
Add the connector matching 
your 18 V/20 V battery pack 

Scan QR code to 
see TÜV Rheinland
test report 

The BATTERY SAFETY SYSTEM protects the battery 
pack and makes it safe to use. The safety system 
features an automatic discharge protection, overload 
protection and temperature surveillance which 
means you can use your 18 V/20 V battery pack again 
and again without damaging it.
 
The SCANGRIP CONNECTORS are approved by 
TÜV Rheinland. Each CONNECTOR is sold under 
separate item numbers and individually designed 
to fit each power tool brand.

SMART CONNECTOR
// SCANGRIP has developed a unique CONNECTOR for each individual power 
tool brand that fits 18 V/20 V battery packs. Simply mount the CONNECTOR 
to the work light, attach your battery and you are ready to work. 
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JUST CONNECT
One lighting solution for all battery packs

Compatible with  AMPSHARE - BERNER - BOSCH  - BOSCH GREEN - DEWALT - EINHELL - FEIN - FESTOOL 

FLEX - HAZET - HIKOKI - INGERSOLL - MAKITA - METABO - MILWAUKEE - PANASONIC - RIDGID - SNAP  ON - WÜRTH

SCANGRIP is part of the battery alliance METABO / CAS. The Cordless Alliance System (CAS) 
is a cross-manufacturer battery pack system of leading power tool brands using the powerful 
CAS battery pack system from METABO. 
 
All SCANGRIP CONNECT products are fully compatible with METABO / CAS battery system 
without using the SCANGRIP CONNECTOR.

Compatible with 
METABO / CAS 
battery system
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